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HIDRO CROST
DETERGENT AND SCALE REMOVER TO BE USED ON HEATING COILS

USE:
HIDRO CROST is an effective and swift detergent and scale remover.
Its special formulation has a noteworthy reactivity on all the mineral deposits of
inorganic origin (limestone, oxides, so on) and organic (carbonic residues) without
provoking damages on the metallic supports. HIDRO CROST include adequate
inhibitors of corrosion. The cleanse and scale removing action is accompanied from
the superficial protection of the metallic support.

BENEFITS:
HIDRO CROST is a mixture of deoxidizing acids and scale removers for iron, steel
and related alloys. It is suitable for the removal of oxide coats, rust, carbonic residues
and precipitats of organic nature such as fats, oil, so on.
Apply as for descaling boilers, heating coils and wherever you need to eliminate
substantial deposits of carbonate and organic nature.
HIDRO CROST cleaves with the stratifications of undesirable substances thanks to
its base of penetrating substances.
It is completely soluble in water, and therefore, does not leave residues. A simple
rinse with water makes surfaces like new.
HIDRO CROST is not toxic nor gives off harmful fumes, is cheap as it is very
concentrated.

All the fields of application of HIDRO CROST are related to the kind of
contamination to remove, to the degree of contamination, to the regularity of the
treatments, to the kind of substratum, but applications are normally included in the
followings intervals:
* concentration: 10-50 % in volume
* temperature: It works in a range between 20°C and 50°C
* times of contact: tightly connected to the operation to be effected.
HIDRO CROST can be used in soaking or recycling applications.
HIDRO CROST - His formula its based on inhibitors and scale remover agents.

USE:
During the operations of scaling HIDRO CROST will extend to proportionally become
exhausted itself to the quantities of mineral deposits ablated. For the cleanse of
particularly dirty plants, if there isn’t the possibility to operate with enough volumes of
solution to 10-15%, a concentration can has been maintained since 40 to 50% or it
can be worked with solutions more diluted foreseeing to replace with new solutions,
up to the end of the chemical action, up to that the operation will be concluded.
We have to consider exhausted the chemical solution when the it reaches a range of
pH between 3,5 - 4 .
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PRECAUTIONS:
HIDRO CROST must be handle with the care required by the chemical acids. Refer
to our safety sheet.

CHARACTERISTICS - COD. 80Z302/51
Physical State: Dull White Liquid
Odor: Odourless
Specific weight to 15°C : 1,300
pH (sol. 1%) : 1- 1,5

NOTE: - The contents of this document is based on our own knowledge and experience on
the product. It’s given as an indication, do not assume our responsibility for particular
applications.
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